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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Under-modified
Wind-Malt

“Wind-malt” is a long-forgotten style of Belgian malt that was 

never been produced commercially in North America. We’ve 
revived it with “Gateway,” a malt that is bursting with the aroma 
of fresh-cut hay while being nearly translucent in color. Gateway 
is perfectly-suited for decoctions, step mashing, and is the 
missing ingredient when brewing historic styles of beer.
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.7%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 7.5%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 81.2%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 79.2% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................. 500
pH ................................................. 5.9

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T ................................... 49 - 40%
Alpha Amylase ...................... 100
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 200
DP (Lintner) ................ 220 - 240
Color (SRM) .................. 1.2 - 1.3
Variety ........................... Full Pint



.

Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Pilsner-Style
Foundation Malt

light ales, farmhouse, and wild beers. It produces a complex,  
slightly-grassy, and crisp wort through which our terroir is 
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.7%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 4.8%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 81.0%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 79.2% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) ............. 60 - 80
pH ................................................. 5.9

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T ................................... 43 - 44%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 70
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 200
DP (Lintner) ................. 180 - 200
Color (SRM) ................... 1.7 - 1.9
Variety ........................... Full Pint
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

American-Style
Foundation Malt

golden, sweet, and slightly biscuity.
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.7%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 4.0%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 81.0%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 79.2% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) ............. 60 - 80
pH ................................................. 5.8

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T .................................. 43 - 44%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 60
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 200
DP (Lintner) ................ 140 - 160
Color (SRM) .................. 3.0 - 3.3
Variety ........................... Full Pint
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Vienna-Style
Foundation Malt

For use in Vienna, Oktoberfest, and Marzen beers, Vanora is a 
high-kilned malt that is  aromatically rich, contributing slight 
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.7%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 3.8%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 80.0%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 78.9% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 60
pH ................................................. 5.7

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T ................................... 43 - 44%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 50
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 200
DP (Lintner) ................. 100 - 120
Color (SRM) ................... 7.0 - 7.3
Variety ............................ Full Pint
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Munich-Style
Foundation Malt

like a liquid, toasted, graham cracker. With a deep orange & 
brown color, this malt is the superior choice for brewing tradi-
tional styles like Bocks and Munich lagers.
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.7%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 3.1%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 77.6%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 76.5% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 60
pH ................................................. 5.7

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T ................................... 43 - 44%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 45
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 180
DP (Lintner) .................... 60 - 70
Color (SRM) .............. 12.0 - 12.3
Variety ........................... Full Pint
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Graham &
Cocoa Malt

Opal 22 packs in heaps of lightly-toasted, graham and 

minus the marshmallow. Use anywhere from 0-100% to 
add even more depth to your grain bill.
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-

tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-

exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.6%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 3.1%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 78.4%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 77.6% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 80
pH ................................................. 5.7

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T ................................... 43 - 44%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 45
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 200
DP (Lintner) ..................... 70 - 80
Color (SRM) ..................... 20 - 25
Variety ........................... Full Pint
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Toasted
Toffee Malt

Opal 44 is your next, secret ingredient. Sweet, moderately 
toasted, with hints of chocolate and raisin; it’s wort is 

rate is 2.5 - 5%, but at 44 DP, it can be used up to 100%.
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera

-

tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/
-

exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting 
to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 98.7%
�ru .......................................... 0.3%
Moisture ................................... 3.0%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 78.4%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 77.6% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 80
pH ................................................. 5.3

Protein ..................... 10.5 - 11.0%
S/T ................................... 43 - 44%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 20
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 180
DP (Lintner) ..................... 40 - 50
Color (SRM) ..................... 40 - 50
Variety ........................... Full Pint
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Soft, White
Winter Wheat

Perfect for hazy IPAs and wheat beers, Shaniko tastes like 
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting to 
maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 95.0%
�ru .......................................... 0.9%
Moisture ................................... 4.5%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 86.3%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 85.3% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 70
pH ................................................. 5.8

Protein ..................... 11.5 - 12.0%
S/T ....................................... 54.9%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 25
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 130
DP (Lintner) .......................... 150
Color (SRM) ................... 4.0 - 4.3
Variety .................................. Mary
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Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Hard, Red
Spring Wheat

provides a deeply rich, “Cream of Wheat” wort with a hint 
of bread crust and brown sugar.
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at tempera-
tures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improperly stored/-
exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please use 
whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” date. 

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper (but 
more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best possible 
extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” mill setting to 
maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 88.4%
�ru .......................................... 1.5%
Moisture ................................... 4.5%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 79.2%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 78.0% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 60
pH ................................................. 5.7

Protein ..................... 16.0 - 16.2%
S/T ....................................... 30.8%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 40
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 100
DP (Lintner) .................... 60 - 70
Color (SRM) .................. 2.8 - 3.5
Variety ..................... Yecora Rojo



Product Information & Typical Malt Analysis

Characteristics & Applications

Vienna-style
Heirloom Spring Rye

wayside and experience malted rye that is in a class of its own. Rimrock 

herbal character that will remind you of the High Desert frontier. 
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Storage & Shelf Life
Store in a temperate, low humidity, pest-free environment at 
temperatures of <90 ºF. Much like fresh bread going stale, improper-
ly stored/exposed malts will easily lose freshness and �avor. Please 
use whole-kernel malts within 18 months of the “freshly-malted” 
date. Rye wort can be extremely viscous; please consider using 
additional �ltration aids in quantities greater than 30%  

Our one-of-a-kind kilning process produces malt that is crisper 
(but more rich) than conventional malt. To achieve the best 
possible extract and �avor, please consider using at least a .040” 
mill setting to maintain a �ne crush on our malt.

information contained herein is correct and to the best of our knowledge.

No whole kernels

All kernels broken into at 
least three pieces

Starch exposure is critical

Plump ..................................... 70.0%
�ru .......................................... 3.0%
Moisture ................................... 4.7%
Extract FG, Dry Basis .......... 89.3%
Extract CG, Dry Basis .......... 88.0% 
Beta Glucan (mg/L) .................... 30

Protein ..................... 12.0 - 12.5%
Alpha Amylase ........................ 90
FAN (mg/L) ............................ 220
DP (Lintner) .......................... 140
Color (SRM) ................... 5.8 - 6.1
Variety ............................. Gazelle


